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"This anthology contains all the substantial surviving
works from the golden age of Ancient Egyptian fictional
literature (c.1940-1640 B.C.). Composed by an
anonymous author in the form of a funerary
autobiography, the Tale tells how the courtier Sinuhe
flees Egypt at the death of his king. His adventures bring
wealth and happiness, but his failure to find meaningful
life abroad is only redeemed by the new king's
sympathy, and he finally returns to the security of his
homeland. Other works from the Middle Kingdom include
a poetic dialogue between a man and his soul on the
problem of suffering and death, a teaching about the
nature of wisdom which is bitterly spoken by the ghost of
the assassinated King Amenemhat I, and a series of lighthearted tales of wonder from the court of the builder of
the Great Pyramid."--Jacket.
Edited by award-winning and bestselling author Cynthia
Leitich Smith, this collection of intersecting stories by
both new and veteran Native writers bursts with hope,
joy, resilience, the strength of community, and Native
pride. Native families from Nations across the continent
gather at the Dance for Mother Earth Powwow in Ann
Arbor, Michigan. In a high school gym full of color and
song, people dance, sell beadwork and books, and
celebrate friendship and heritage. Young protagonists
will meet relatives from faraway, mysterious strangers,
and sometimes one another (plus one scrappy rez dog).
They are the heroes of their own stories. Featuring
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stories and poems by: Joseph Bruchac Art Coulson
Christine Day Eric Gansworth Carole Lindstrom Dawn
Quigley Rebecca Roanhorse David A. Robertson Andrea
L. Rogers Kim Rogers Cynthia Leitich Smith Monique
Gray Smith Traci Sorell, Tim Tingle Erika T. Wurth Brian
Young In partnership with We Need Diverse Books
Presents a selection of fairy tales, picture books, nursery
rhymes, fantasy, alphabets, chapbooks, and comics
published in English since 1659, including more than
ninety complete works and excerpts from 170 authors
and illustrators.
The only compact anthology of drama that s a Norton."
A classic, reimagined.
"The introductions in this anthology are meant to be just
that: a basic overview of what students need to know
before they begin reading, with topics that students can
research further. An open access literature textbook
cannot be a history book at the same time, but history is
the great companion of literature: The more history
students know, the easier it is for them to interpret
literature. In an electronic age, with this text available to
anyone with computer access around the world, it has
never been more necessary to recognize and
understand differences among nationalities and cultures.
The literature in this anthology is foundational, in the
sense that these works influenced the authors who
followed them. A word to the instructor: The texts have
been chosen with the idea that they can be compared
and contrasted, using common themes. Rather than
numerous (and therefore often random) choices of texts
from various periods, these selected works are meant to
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make both teaching and learning easier. While cultural
expectations are not universal, many of the themes
found in these works are."--Open Textbook Library.

Choose from the most comprehensive collection of
plays. Enjoy accessible apparatus that helps
students better analyze the works. Savor an eyecatching and informative illustration program
focusing on performance. All for an unbeatable
price.Revised in response to suggestions from
hundreds of instructors and students, the Third
Edition features five NEW plays (four in the Shorter
Edition), NEW critical "Perspectives" sections, and
an expanded suite of free digital resources.
The most comprehensive and distinctive collection of
its kind, The Norton Anthology of Drama offers
sixtyfive major plays--including three twentiethcentury plays not available in any other drama
anthology--the most carefully prepared introductions,
annotations, and play texts, and a convenient twovolume, one-column format for ease of reading and
carrying. Less expensive than rival anthologies, The
Norton Anthology of Drama is also the best value--a
book that students will keep long after the class is
over.
A pillar of the West African oral tradition for
centuries, this epic traces the adventures and
achievements of the Mande hero, Sunjata, as he
liberates his people from Sumaworo Kanté, the
sorcerer king of Soso, and establishes the great
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medieval empire of Mali. David Conrad conveys the
strong narrative thrust of the Sunjata epic in his
presentation of substantial excerpts from his
translation of a performance by Djanka Tassey
Condé. Readers approaching the epic for the first
time will appreciate the translation's highly readable,
poetic English as well as Conrad's informative
Introduction and notes. Scholars will find the familiar
heroes and heroines taking on new dimensions,
secondary characters gaining increased prominence,
and previously unknown figures emerging from
obscurity. "Thanks to his careful editing and
translating of Condé's narrative, Conrad offers a
highly readable version of the epic that is about a
third of its original length. The translation
communicates not only the poetic qualities and the
essential events of the Sunjata legend but also the
master bard's performance values. Thus, this
rendering will fascinate those who already know the
story and culture and those coming to the epic for
the first time. Conrad provides an excellent
introduction to Mande oral tradition, the role of the
griot, and the Manding belief system. Though he
makes no claim for this as the complete scholarly
edition, he does provide helpful scholarly notes, a
glossary, and a good bibliography. . . . Summing up:
Highly recommended." --L. W. Yoder, CHOICE
During the later Middle Ages, new optical theories
were introduced that located the power of sight not in
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the seeing subject, but in the passive object of
vision. This shift had a powerful impact not only on
medieval science but also on theories of knowledge,
and this changing relationship of vision and
knowledge was a crucial element in late medieval
religious devotion. In Seeing through the Veil,
Suzanne Conklin Akbari examines several late
medieval allegories in the context of contemporary
paradigm shifts in scientific and philosophical
theories of vision. After a survey on the genre of
allegory and an overview of medieval optical
theories, Akbari delves into more detailed studies of
several medieval literary works, including the Roman
de la Rose, Dante's Vita Nuova, Convivio, and
Commedia, and Chaucer's dream visions and
Canterbury Tales. The final chapter, 'Division and
Darkness,' centres on the legacy of allegory in the
fifteenth century. Offering a new interdisciplinary,
synthetic approach to late medieval intellectual
history and to major works within the medieval
literary canon, Seeing through the Veil will be an
essential resource to the study of medieval literature
and culture, as well as philosophy, history of art, and
history of science.
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century
Russia provide the base for a sweeping epic
overview of human striving, folly and hope. First
published in 1880, The Brothers Karamazov is a
landmark work in every respect. Revolving around
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shiftless father Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the
fates of his three sons, each of whom has fortunes
entwined with the others. The eldest son, Dimitri,
seeks an inheritance from his father and becomes
his rival in love. Ivan, the second son, is so at odds
with the world that he is driven near to madness,
while the youngest, Alexi, is a man of faith and a
natural optimist. These personalities are drawn out
and tested in a crucible of conflict and emotion as
the author forces upon them fundamental questions
of morality, faith, reason and responsibility. This
charged situation is pushed to its limit by the addition
of the unthinkable, murder and possible patricide.
Using shifting viewpoints and delving into the minds
of his characters, Dostoevsky adopted fresh
techniques to tell his wide-reaching story with power
and startling effectiveness. The Brothers Karamazov
remains one of the most respected and celebrated
novels in all literature and continues to reward
readers beyond expectation. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript,
this edition of The Brothers Karamazov is both
modern and readable.
The most-trusted anthology for complete works,
balanced selections, and helpful editorial apparatus,
The Norton Anthology of American Literature
features a cover-to-cover revision. The Ninth Edition
introduces new General Editor Robert Levine and
three new-generation editors who have reenergized
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the volume across the centuries. Fresh scholarship,
new authors—with an emphasis on contemporary
writers—new topical clusters, and a new ebook make
the Norton Anthology an even better teaching tool
and an unmatched value for students.
Whether you’re a student or an adult looking to refresh
your knowledge, Barron’s Painless Reading
Comprehension provides review and practice in an easy,
step-by-step format. Perfect for: Virtual Learning
Homeschool Learning pods Inside you’ll find: Clear
examples for all topics, including reading patterns,
mastering multiple-choice questions, context clues,
strategies, and much more Sample reading passages
throughout Painless tips, common pitfalls, and
informative sidebars Brain Tickler quizzes throughout
each chapter to test your progress
Nine years ago, W. W. Norton changed the way world
literature is taught by introducing The Norton Anthology
of World Masterpieces, Expanded Edition.
"The story of literature in sixteen acts, from Alexander
the Great and the Iliad to ebooks and Harry Potter, this
engaging book brings together remarkable people and
surprising events to show how writing shaped cultures,
religions, and the history of the world"-Leading the field once again, Norton is proud to publish
the anthology for the new century, The Norton Anthology
of World Literature, Second Edition. Now published in six
paperback volumes (packaged in two attractive
slipcases), the new anthology boasts slimmer volumes,
thicker paper, a bolder typeface, and dozens of newly
included or newly translated works from around the
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world. The Norton Anthology of World Literature
represents continuity as well as change. Like its
predecessor, the anthology is a compact library of world
literature, offering an astounding forty-three complete
longer works, more than fifty prose works, over one
hundred lyric poems, and twenty-three plays. More
portable, more suitable for period courses, more
pleasant to read, and more attuned to current teaching
and research trends, The Norton Anthology of World
Literature remains the most authoritative,
comprehensive, and teachable anthology for the world
literature survey.
Read by millions of students since its first publication,
The Norton Anthology of World Literature remains the
most-trusted anthology of world literature available.
Guided by the advice of more than 500 teachers of world
literature and a panel of regional specialists, the editors
of the Shorter Third Edition—a completely new team of
scholar-teachers—have made this respected text brandnew in all the best ways. Dozens of new selections and
translations, all-new introductions and headnotes,
hundreds of new illustrations, redesigned maps and
timelines, and a wealth of media resources all add up to
the most exciting, accessible, and teachable version of
“the Norton” ever published.
A compact and portable version of the best-selling and
most-trusted world literature anthology, The Norton
Anthology of World Literature, Shorter Second Edition, is
a rich and teachable selection of the world s literature, in
generous portions and the best translations available."
Selected as one of Oprah Winfrey's "Books That Help
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Me Through" United States Poet Laureate Joy Harjo
gathers the work of more than 160 poets, representing
nearly 100 indigenous nations, into the first historically
comprehensive Native poetry anthology. This landmark
anthology celebrates the indigenous peoples of North
America, the first poets of this country, whose literary
traditions stretch back centuries. Opening with a blessing
from Pulitzer Prize–winner N. Scott Momaday, the book
contains powerful introductions from contributing editors
who represent the five geographically organized
sections. Each section begins with a poem from
traditional oral literatures and closes with emerging
poets, ranging from Eleazar, a seventeenth-century
Native student at Harvard, to Jake Skeets, a young Diné
poet born in 1991, and including renowned writers such
as Luci Tapahanso, Natalie Diaz, Layli Long Soldier, and
Ray Young Bear. When the Light of the World Was
Subdued, Our Songs Came Through offers the
extraordinary sweep of Native literature, without which
no study of American poetry is complete.
The most trusted anthology for complete works and
helpful editorial apparatus. The Tenth Edition supports
survey and period courses with NEW complete major
works, NEW contemporary writers, and dynamic and
easy-to-access digital resources. NEW video modules
help introduce students to literature in multiple exciting
ways. These innovations make the Norton an even better
teaching tool for instructors and, as ever, an unmatched
value for students.
Read by millions of students over seven editions, The
Norton Anthology of Western Literature remains the most
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trusted undergraduate survey of Western literature
available and one of the most successful college texts
ever published.

This magisterial Norton Anthology, edited by worldrenowned scholars, offers a portable library of more than
1,000 primary texts from the world’s major religions. To
help readers encounter strikingly unfamiliar texts with
pleasure; accessible introductions, headnotes,
annotations, pronouncing glossaries, maps, illustrations
and chronologies are provided. For readers of any
religion or none, The Norton Anthology of World
Religions opens new worlds that, as Miles writes, invite
us "to see others with a measure of openness, empathy,
and good will..."
Unprecedented in scope and approach, The Norton
Anthology of World Religions: Christianity brings together
over 150 texts from the Apostolic Era to the New
Millennium. The volume features Jack Miles’s
illuminating General Introduction—“How the West
Learned to Compare Religions”—as well as Lawrence S.
Cunningham’s “The Words and the Word Made Flesh,”
a lively primer on the history and core tenets of
Christianity.
This groundbreaking new Norton Anthology enables the
six major, living, international world religions to speak to
students in their own words.
The Ninth Edition offers more complete works and more
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teachable groupings than ever before, the apparatus you
trust, and a new, free Supplemental Ebook with more
than 1,000 additional texts. Read by more than 8 million
students, The Norton Anthology of English Literature
sets the standard and remains an unmatched value.

This groundbreaking Norton Anthology offers the
best of the literatures of India, China, Japan, the
Middle East, Africa, and native America alongside
the masterpieces of the Western tradition. These
texts have been selected and prepared by expert
scholars and translators who are also committed
undergraduate teachers. Like all Norton Anthologies,
the Expanded Edition in One Volume of The Norton
Anthology of World Masterpieces is foremost a
teaching anthology, edited to meet the needs of
today's students discovering a range of literary
traditions for the first time.
The most-trusted and most-respected text in its field
is now brand-new in all the best ways.
One of the oldest surviving pieces of Turkish
literature, The Book of Dede Korkut can be traced to
tenth-century origins. Now considered the national
epic of Turkey, it is the heritage of the ancient Oghuz
Turks and was composed as they migrated
westward from their homeland in Central Asia to the
Middle East, eventually to settle in Anatolia. Who its
primary creator was no one knows, the titular bard,
Dede Korkut, being more a symbol of Turkish
minstrelsy than a verifiable author. The songs and
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tales of countless minstrels lay behind The Book of
Dede Korkut, and in its oral form the epic was
undoubtedly subject to frequent improvisation by
individual performers. Partly in prose, partly in verse,
these legends were sung or chanted in the courts
and camps of political and military leaders. Even
after they had been recorded in written form, they
remained part of an oral tradition. The present
edition is the first complete text in English. The
translators provide an excellent introduction to the
language and background of the legends as well as
a history of Dede Korkut scholarship. These
outstanding tales will be of interest to all students of
world mythology and folklore.
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